My research focuses on developing computational tools to infer structural, semantic, and functional attributes of objects and environments from their three-dimensional geometry. These tools naturally lead to applications in various fields such as artificial intelligence, data exploration, computer-aided design, and digital art. For example, an autonomous agent equipped with some geometry acquisition capacity could use my algorithms to recognize objects in indoor [2] and outdoor [10] environments, decompose objects into functional parts [4] , and even estimate higher-level functional attributes, such as predicting how people interact with the objects [1] . In addition to artificial intelligence applications, this analysis enables powerful interactive interfaces that leverage high-level attributes to help people explore interesting relationships in geometric datasets [6] , and design new objects [5] .
Structure and Function
The key to leveraging geometric data is to use it to build a concise structural representation for classes of objects. In my work, I represent structure as a probabilistic model that encodes shared attributes of objects and their variations in a data set. These attributes often include geometry and arrangement of functional parts, semantic correspondences between regions, and symmetry relations. Even the simplest objects exhibit complicated structural variations. For example, consider the objects in Figure 1a . Although it is easy for a human to say that they are all bipedal de-vices, standard shape matching algorithms struggle to identify any relationships between the models. One way to tackle this challenge is to take advantage of the fact that structure arises due to object's functionality. In particular, the objects in the example are designed to be used by people, and thus accommodate human interaction ( Figure 1b) . Thus, variations in shapes can be encoded as variations in the corresponding human poses. This idea led to a human-centric shape analysis method, which automatically predicts interaction poses for new shapes [1] . The prediction is based on a model of feasible poses (e.g., an elbow cannot bend backwards) and contact points (e.g., humans sit on flat areas and grab tubular regions). Both priors are learned from a dataset of 3D shapes annotated with typical interaction poses. An automatically predicted pose (Figure 1b) immediately reveals important structural attributes of an object, such as relevant symmetries, functions of some parts (e.g., a handlebar is for grasping by a hand), semantic correspondences between points on different surfaces (e.g., all points touched by the right foot are in functional correspondence), and salient geometric constraints to preserve during shape editing (e.g., spatial relationships between pedals, seats, and handlebars).
Learned Templates

Model Collection
Figure 2: The proposed method automatically generates a set of deformable templates (top) that can predict part structure and correspondences for the objects in a collection (bottom).
Functional Parts
Object structure is not defined solely by human interaction, but also by physical stability, manufacturing costs, material usage, and aesthetic considerations. These lead to constraints that might be difficult to infer directly from function. We can learn a great deal about a class of objects by observing recurring patterns directly from the object geometries. As part of my doctoral dissertation [3] , I developed several tools for detecting these prominent patterns in unlabeled geometric collections.
Structural variations in man-made objects can often be directly described by variations in geometries and arrangements of shape parts. I developed a technique to learn a set of parameterized deformable templates that concisely represent these variations [4] . The system starts with an unorganized and unlabeled collection of 3D shapes, and an initial template that roughly represents a sample arrangement of parts. In each iteration, the algorithm deforms the template to match a subset of the shapes and extracts those that match the template with a small deformation error. Then, it updates the parameters of the template based on the extracted subset, and repeats the procedure until the entire collection is explained by a small set of templates ( Figure 2 ). The advantage of this approach is that the structural abstraction can be efficiently trained on extremely large datasets and used to rapidly analyze new objects. These ideas further extend to understanding the arrangements of objects in indoor environments [2] . Our key observation is that these arrangements are often hierarchical -objects are recursively grouped by proximity and functional compatibility. Thus, the semantic structure of the scene is effectively represented by a probabilistic grammar. We developed a method that learns a grammar from annotated 3D scenes, and efficiently parses unlabeled, over-segmented, unstructured scene graphs to produce consistently labeled semantic hierarchies. In addition to the independent utility of the inferred hierarchical organization, object labeling is also improved by taking into account hierarchical context (see Figure 3 ).
2/5
Correspondences Many interesting relations among shapes often occur between arbitrary regions, rather than at discrete granularity of objects or parts. For example, organic shapes often do not have well-defined parts and different combinations of regions exhibit salient features (e.g., see Figure 4 , left). To compute such relationships in large and diverse collections of shapes, I developed fuzzy correspondences: an efficiently computable, continuous similarity measure between all pairs of points [6] . To efficiently and robustly compute fuzzy correspondences, the method constructs a sparse network connecting only the most similar pairs of shapes. This has the doublefold advantage of reducing problem complexity and avoiding spurious correspondences resulting from direct comparison of very different shapes. Stable correspondences are directly computed for the connected pairs, and a diffusion map "flows" these correspondences along paths in the network to create the complete soft mapping between all shapes.
Fuzzy correspondences require the initial construction of a network of similar shapes. The key aspect of building such a network is the direct computation of the pairwise similarity of shapes. I have made several contributions to the general toolbox of pairwise matching. For example, blended intrinsic maps provide dense correspondences between shapes related by non-isometric mappings [7] . The idea is to blend locally isometric maps to produce a single low-distortion non-isometric map that aligns semantic regions. In addition, we have shown that understanding shape symmetries [9] can further improve estimation of shape correspondences [8] .
Interfaces
The ultimate goal of capturing structure of geometric collections is to build computational tools that can be used by artists, researchers, and practitioners in various fields to effectively interact with the data. We built several structure-aware interfaces as a proof-of-concept. fuzzy correspondences enable retrieving models based on their similarity in the regions of interest (left). Alternatively, understanding part structure allows embedding shapes in a low-dimensional parametric space, where novel objects can be synthesized using parts of nearest neighbors simply by clicking on empty regions in the embedding (middle). Finally, shapes can also be retrieved based on their functionality, such as a pose of a human interacting with a shape (right).
As the amount of geometric data grows, it becomes essential to develop tools for organizing and presenting the data. I worked on a number of prototype exploration and retrieval interfaces for visualizing shape variations. Digital artists can use these interfaces to find relevant models for creating visual content, online shoppers -to retrieve products that satisfy desired criteria, and industrial designers -to develop inspiring solutions. For example, understanding correspondences enables highlighting arbitrary regions of interest and retrieving similar models [6] . As demonstrated in Figure 4 (left), the user can select regions on a human body to define pose constraints for retrieved models. Another option is to embed shapes in a low-dimensional parametric space and explore the space of structural variations simply by moving the mouse over the embedding [5] . This system can also synthesize a shape in an empty space between the models by interpolating structures of nearest neighbors and using their parts, thus it also serves as an effective 3D modeling tool. Figure 4 (middle) shows airplanes synthesized by clicking on different regions in the embedded space. Object's function can also guide data exploration. For example, one can organize the models based on a human interaction pose [1] . As we see in the 3/5 gym equipment example in Figure 4 (right), this can be suitable for object classes whose global shape is less relevant than their functional use. I am also interested in providing tools for editing images [12] . Structure-aware approaches are also effective in that domain; for example, I showed that understanding regular structures provides a powerful tool for manipulating textures and images [11] .
To satisfy the interest in these topics and teach basic tools to young researchers in this field, we organized a course on structure-aware shape processing at SIGGRAPH 2014 [13] , SIGGRAPH Asia 2013 [14] , and a course at Stanford University on data-driven techniques in shape analysis 4 .
Research Agenda
Human-centric, part-centric, and correspondence approaches to structural understanding of geometric collections are only initial steps towards an accurate representation of classes of objects. To build such an understanding, it is essential to handle big geometric data containing millions of diverse 3D models. In my future work, I plan to address the challenge posed by the big and diverse data by representing geometric collections as sparse and hierarchical networks of shapes, where edges encode various type of structural relations, capturing functional, part-wise, and region-wise similarities. I envision a live online system that is constantly updated with state-of-the-art algorithms and new datasets. Researchers and software developers would access the network to infer semantics and function of novel shapes or to use structural representations in interfaces and applications. Below I discuss several research directions to advance this vision.
Enrich geometry with functional, semantic and other attributes. A major challenge in achieving this objective is that functionality and semantics are difficult to infer from geometry alone. Thus, acquiring this information necessitates looking for additional data sources. There are several opportunities in obtaining these data. The most straightforward approach is to directly capture functional use of an objects with a dynamic acquisition system. This can provide us with high quality estimates for many attributes but cannot be implemented at a large scale. Another option is to use crowdsourcing tools to query for common knowledge possessed by most people. This approach enables collecting more data, but the accuracy of gathered data would be limited by how much of functional information can be conveyed without direct observation. I am currently pursuing both of these research directions. In addition, I plan to take advantage of other data formats such as text, images, and videos to infer functional attributes of objects. Complementing geometry with appearance, physical, functional, linguistic, and semantic attributes would provide a rich representation for deep data understanding.
Applications of functional analysis. With the rising popularity of online shopping and customized manufacturing (e.g., 3D printing), digital representations are becoming as tangible as physical objects. Connecting structural variations and shape functionality opens space for a wide range of consumer applications. For example, I plan to equip industrial designers with software tools to create novel objects that are optimized for a particular task. I also plan to enhance exploration tools with functional understanding, which could help, for example, online shoppers in browsing products based on their functionality and allow exploring interesting variations based on how a customer might be using an object. I am also interested in making my tools available for artificial intelligence applications -autonomous agents can assist people more effectively if they understood how humans perceive and interact with the 3D world.
Unified framework for structure and function. The long-term goal of my work is to build a unified approach that would relate geometric structure of classes of shapes with their function, semantics, manufacturability, and physical attributes. For example, a full functional understanding of a bicycles, gym bikes, and motorcycles in Figure 1 would require modeling mechanical structure, materials of parts, and dynamics of an interaction. On the other hand, considering all these attributes simultaneously might not be essential for most aforementioned applications. Thus, one of the key challenges is to devise appropriate multi-scale generalizations of these functional models that would be suitable for high-level understanding as well as low-level functionality optimization.
Multi-disciplinary work. The techniques discussed above are just the first steps in tackling major computer science challenges that are not limited to geometry: (1) analyzing big and ever-growing data, (2) computing and representing structural variability, (3) understanding and optimizing functionality of digital models, and (4) providing effective data-driven user interfaces to organize, explore, and create new data. Thus, the methods that I develop can find applications in various domains, and would especially benefit from collaborations with researchers who have expertise in machine learning, statistics, distributed algorithms and other areas of applied mathematics and computer science. As I advance the techniques to learn appropriate data models, I will continue collaborating with human-computer interaction researchers on leveraging these models in exploration interfaces that highlight interesting variations and help discovering novel relations in geometric data. These interfaces can help scientists and practitioners who work with massive geometric datasets ranging from medical imaging data to online shopping catalogs. The computational models that I develop also facilitate recognition and high-level understanding of shapes and scenes, thus I plan to work on applying these techniques in various fields of artificial intelligence such as robotics and computer vision. Another key focus of my future research is algorithms for understanding and modeling functionality of objects, and its applications to digital design. In pursuit of this objective I plan to establish collaborations with researchers in mechanical engineering to develop tools for creating customized manufacturable functional objects.
